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A LITTLE BIT ABOUT ME
Welcome Dear Reader.

I am Faye, the Animal Communicator.

I have been interviewed by newspapers, radio stations, television, magazines
and social media, and even been introduced as Dr Dolittle at times during
my career as an Animal Communicator. 

During this book I wish to tell you a little about me and animal
communication, share from the animals and giving insight for you to delve
into your heart space and connect. 
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As a child I loved my Dr Dolittle book, I wanted to sail through the world
saving animals although it wasn’t so much that the good doctor could hear
the animals speak but of his doctoring that he offered to the animals,
hearing the animals was already second to breathing for me. 

When I was approaching the age to go to school my family sent me for a
hearing tests as they assumed that I had a hearing problem due to I rarely
talked or used words. This was because I instinctively “knew” and I did not
need the physical expression of speech to communicate with others.
Perhaps it was because I had an older sister who did all the speaking
words for me, who knows. Or maybe I just felt no need to share actual
vocalisation with others as I assumed they could hear what I was hearing. 
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At the hearing test I was found to have true and correct hearing for my
age. Then many weeks after the hearing test somehow my speaking voice
happened. It actually happened the day before I started school on my
birthday celebration of turning 5 years old. I totally surprised my family as
I started to hold conversations with them. 

It was time that I had to step into the reality of the real world and
become a player and vocalise myself. 

I remember this so clearly due to the family’s shocked reactions that I
actually knew how to participate in a conversation of sorts. My parents
would have been relieved that I could at least talk to a teacher if I had to. 

Those sort of memories are strong upon you as you grow into being the
adult that you become in time. 

Other childhood memories include living in suburbia West Auckland, New
Zealand. There was plenty of bush escapes and horse paddocks within
walking distance. Even the short cut to primary school, I had to walk past a
couple of horses that lived directly opposite the school gate. The horses
gladly assisted me in eating my lunch before I entered the gates of school. 

As a teenager there was a horse Duke that lived down the road that I
regularly visited. I would buy Duke carrots out of money I had earned
babysitting. A decade later Duke actually came to graze at a property that
I was living at on the Upper Harbour. By then, Duke was an elderly
gentleman horse.

I have many childhood memories of lying on my back watching the clouds in
the blue sky. I would spend hours under the large lemon tree whilst heavy
rain tumbled down and watching the birds sheltering in the lemon tree. Also
watching the ladybugs walking over the lemon tree leaves. These are
precious memories of actually being so greatly aware. If you look at your
own childhood memories I am sure you will find something similar - some
sort of awareness relating to the nature that was happening around you or
animals that you would meet or live with. 

There was also childhood memories of worrying experiences associated with
animals and one comes to mind. 


!
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I was about 6 years old and I had an urgent need to run outside to save
my beloved precious Persian cat named Sooty. Someone was trying to cat
nap Sooty. This was at a time when cats were mysteriously disappearing
around Auckland. 

Other memories relating to nature that was happening around me are not
so clear as it was just part of communing with nature – au naturel being in
touch with the living forces that surround one. 

As a family we would head to the beach for 6 weeks of summer holidays.
The car loaded up with parents, kids and all our bits and pieces needed for
holidaying at the beach. The cats would normally come along for the
summer holidays also. 

Living in West Auckland I had bush, the streams, horse paddocks and
beaches that were surrounding me. I also had the holiday canvas of
Franklin seaside baches (holiday homes), retirement homes, beach and open
countryside of very large farms. 

It was in some respects a very magical childhood due to the exchange with
nature that surrounded me whilst growing up, which made my world much
brighter. 

I am not going to ramble too much about myself – instead I would rather
share with you about Animal Communication and then a few messages from
the animals that will hopefully inspire you to discover more…….




ANIMALS LOVE BEING HEARD

!

An Animal Communicator can be called different names i.e. Pet Whisper, Pet
Psychic. In 2009 I was asked to write articles for various magazines
sharing about the animals and so I have stuck to the title of Animal
Communicator since then. 

People over the years have contacted me for various reasons to
communicate with the animals they share their lives with. 


!
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Here is a recent example: 


Which Animal Is Toileting On The Bed?
Susan  in  the  USA  wanted  to  know  what  animal  was  toileting  on  the  
beds.  Susan  has  many  animals  that  she  shares  her  home  with,  actually  
7  of  her  own  animals  could  have  been  the  culprit.  Plus  at  the  time  she  
also  had  the  addition  of  10  visiting  animals  that  were  coming  &  going  
for  various  reasons.
It  turned  out  the  ‘culprit’  was  her  own  small  dog  Brodie.
Brodie  explained  his  reasons  for  toileting  and  this  was  relating  to  
Brodie’s  companion  giant  breed  dog.  Mel  was  due  to  have  puppies  in  
about  10  days  and  Brodie  wanted  to  lay  his  scent  down  as  a  warning  
to  others  to  help  protect  Mel.  
  
All  paws  pointed  at  Brodie  and  also  Brodie  came  forward  to  advise  -  
yes  it  was  him.
He  certainly  wasn’t  shy  about  admitting  this  as  his  paw  also  went  up  
when  asking  who  it  was.  His  reason  was  that  he  was  worried  about  Mel  
and  wanted  to  protect  her.  So  by  laying  down  his  scent  he  was  trying  
to  warn  off  stranger  animals  (this  wasn’t  due  to  the  visiting  animals  as  
some  of  the  visitors  had  been  there  for  quite  a  period  of  time  and  the  
others  were  regular  visitors).  
My  advice  to  Susan  was  to  talk  to  Brodie  and  tell  him  he  didn’t  have  to  
do  this.  Once  Susan  told  Brodie  she  can  care  for  Mel  and  that  it  wasn’t  
his  responsibility,  Brodie  stopped  toileting  immediately.    
Sometimes  by  just  knowing  the  reason  -  then  we  humans  can  make  
overtures  to  alter  the  situation.  In  the  situation  of  Brodie  -  Susan  
advising  him  to  stop  worrying  and  that  it  was  her  duty  to  look  after  Mel  
not  his  and  all  he  had  to  do  was  to  relax.  
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Also communicating with animals is being aware of more than we could
possibly imagine, one example comes to mind: 


A Warning
In  2008,  I  set  up  a  small  group  of  ‘special  close  friends’  who  were
scattered  all  over  the  globe  for  online  tuition  on  Animal
Communication.  
One  of  the  assignments  I  gave  the  group  was  to  seek  a  message  from
an  animal  friend  that  they  live  with,  and  to  share  the  message  with  the
group.  
As  I  was  also  participating,  I  asked  one  of  my  dogs  for  a  message  and
yes  he  shared  a  lovely  message  for  the  group.  But  then  he  started  to
share  a  message  for  one  person  who  lives  in  the  USA  that  was  part  of
this  online  group.  
The  message  was  to  warn  her  of  her  outside  back  stairs  and  the
message  for  her  DO  NOT  WALK  down  the  back  stairs  at  night  time
until  she  had  checked  out  the  stairs.  
Her  reply  back  was  that  she  uses  the  back  stairs  at  night  time  mainly
for  carrying  the  kitty  litter  boxes  to  be  emptied.  She  said  she  would
have  fallen  severely  as  an  electrical  cord  had  fallen  across  the  stairs
and  she  wouldn’t  have  noticed  the  electrical  cord  due  to  position  of
the  kitty  boxes  held  out  in  front  of  her.
Now  how  did  a  dog  that  I  live  with  know  this?    
Animals  have  ability  to  see  far  without  limitation  and  opening  up  your
heart  and  consciousness  to  hear  their  wisdom,  their  joy,  their
laughter,  their  love,  and  their  worries:  highs  &  lows.  It  is  a  special  gift.
The  majority  of  children  are  able  to  hear  the  animals  speak  but  hearing
the  animals  is  something  that  is  sometimes  shuffled  away  whilst
growing  up.    
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WORKSHOPS

!
I do run workshops for people to open up to hear their own animals voices.
Or if they are already hearing their own animals voices, the workshop
helps to bring in more credibility for them. 

The workshops are really great fun and life changing for many that attend.
Amazing friendships take place between the attendees.


!
Also the feedback I receive later, is very special: 


!
the attendee’s relationship has altered with their animal companion, or




the attendee did something (due to the skills they took away from the
workshop) that then lead to something else. 


!
Talking about workshops brings to mind a couple of small stories:


!
Kathleen attended a weekend workshop. Kathleen had adopted a
beautiful cat Mandy from the SPCA. But her beautiful sensitive Meika
cat had shifted out of the home and was refusing to come into the home
for months due to the Mandy’s presence. During the workshop (on
Saturday) I did a little bit of energy balancing between both cats and
allowed them to share their perspectives of their relationship. Imagine
Kathleen’s delight when she arrived home on Saturday night to find both
beautiful cats sharing her bed along with her wee dog. Also my delight
when Kathleen was recounting this on Sunday at the workshop. 

At the workshops I do include healing modalities. I received below this
email from an attendee a few weeks after the workshop and it relates
to her beautiful dog. “We’re communicating at a deeper level now and
she is becoming calmer. I have done some healing work (hands-on) on her
throat. Since giving the healing she hasn’t coughed once.”
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Another email that I received a few days after a workshop from an
attendee who received healing for herself during the weekend workshop
wrote: “I was just thinking of you last night as my right arm and elbow
was feeling really good despite the fact I was washing down the pantry,
ceiling and all. Also I was able to cup my left hand to gather crumbs off
the bench as I cleaned them up, and that's the first time I've been able
to do this since my accident!”




WHAT IS ANIMAL COMMUNICATION?

!
Animal Communication is the ability to receive messages from animals as all
have higher wisdom. Animal Communication is the ability to be an open
vessel for animals, to hear their wisdom, to hear their reasons for being
and sharing their voice………..

Animals love being heard – they so cherish the specialness of recognition
as a being with consciousness – actually of great consciousness. 

Animal’s wisdom is clear, uncluttered and full of simplicity – simplicity isn’t
the notion that another hasn’t got intelligence. Instead simplicity is relating
to less complexity in make up more ability to live in the now. 

Communicating with animals, communing with nature…... Another way to
think of this is relating to being in the heart of self, being open to
receiving, being true to self but also being true to others – no clouded
perceptions, no thought forms other than what you are receiving from
another and sure there will be shared dialogue on the way as you will be
gaining insights and asking for further to be shared. 

There is higher wisdom everywhere and we are in a period that many
humans are awakening and becoming more aware of their own higher
wisdom but also higher wisdom of others. One simply goes into the ‘true
wisdom of self, true wisdom relating to all’.


!
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Everything is energy, energy cannot be destroyed, energy cannot be
created but energy can be transformed – maybe transformed could also be
looked as transferred or exchanged……..tapping into the consciousness of
animals is tapping into their essence, into their soul, into their physical
being and allowing the messages to come forth. It is being open to
receiving, being in heart of self with no preconceived ideas or judgement.
Just letting the process happen.

If we start to play with the energy of judgement this clouds our
perceptions and we have already formed our ideas before we ask another
to share their perceptions. Where does this lead?? If I had to ask an
animal a question and I had already judged the situation then I am not
doing the animal a service as it would just be a reflection of my
judgement. 

There is a big difference between judgement and awareness, leaving
judgement out of all communications and just being in the energy of
awareness relating to the animal (or animals), one on one through your
heart energy and the animal’s heart energy. Therefore the FIRST STEP
towards Animal Communication is – being in heart energy.


!
The SECOND STEP for communicating with animals is grounding.

Being grounded is important for yourself. If you are anxious or worried
then this is going to impact on any animals you communicate with. 

How do you feel when you are around anxious people or stressed people? 

So keeping yourself as grounded, centered and calm is vitally important
when communicating with animals. 

People ground themselves differently. For some people it can be feeling like
tree roots coming out of their feet. For others, it could be feeling the
natural rhythm of Mother Earth who has her own pulsing. For others it
could be feeling a crystal or stone’s energy held deep in the ground that
they feel grounded too.


!
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And for others it could even be touching something physically - maybe a
tree or even a grounding stone that they feel deeply connected to. 


!
The THIRD STEP for communicating with animals is setting up a sacred
space. Ask for protection from Angels, Guides & Higher Beings of Wisdom of
protecting energy. Not only for the benefit of yourself but also for the
animal so that any exchange of energy is kept clear & uncluttered.



!
ANIMAL’S ENERGY

!
Every species will have different energy, a horse feels so different than a
dog and this is not relating to the physical appearance. It relates to the
actual energy that is portrayed or presented as every horse will have
different energy. So a horse feels like a horse but each individual horse has
their own unique energy. i.e. species energy and individual energy – so this
isn’t much different than viewing with the eyes. Instead you are viewing
with the senses or some might say ESP or telepathic or clairvoyance. 

We all have the ability to open the senses, it is getting out of the mental
thought form and being in the heart energy of self – being open to
receiving. Not putting limited structure on yourself but allowing yourself to
be unlimited. Sensing the animal’s own unique energy!!! 

I will touch on the Five Clairs soon but first you need to understand the
animal’s ENERGY. This is what you will be tapping into - their consciousness
of all they are i.e. physical/mental/emotional/spiritual being. 

And also the energy goes out to Divinity Energy/Source Energy/All That Is/
Godhead or could be called something else depending on your viewpoint. 

Remember - viewpoint isn’t judgement, as it is also relating to awareness. 

What your awareness is will be different to another’s awareness. This could
be due to your own insights, experiences and teachings that you have
received. 
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And yes, sure we can become clouded by teachings - by being taught how
we should think or even experiences that we have undertaken. I am asking
you to look deeper within as you also capture wisdom of all you have been.

To understand energy think about:

what a beach feels like and how the beach stirs the senses, 

think about what a mountain feels like and how you would feel looking
at the mountain or sitting on the mountain,

what does a busy city feel like compared to a small town?

the jungle compared to the desert and so on……

Then think about what does a horse feel like compared to an antelope?

What does an elephant feel like compared to a mouse?


!
It’s not comparing one is better than another.

It is just appreciating the individualism of each species and then the
uniqueness of the individual. 

If you live with multiple dogs - are their personalities all the same?

Are their quirks all the same, are their reactions all the same?

It would be impossible for all to be the same, so this is individualism,
uniqueness and is to be treasured.

The differences are encouraged as it makes one stand out. We are not
robotic nor are the animals - we are all uniquely special in how we are. 

When communicating or communing with nature you will sense the energy
of an individual but also will sense the species energy: 


!
Fred Horse who could have huge “giving” energy and this is due to his
inner being - coupled with Horse energy. But as Fred is a gelding - he
will feel energetically different than George Stallion Horse. Both ‘boys’
will definitely energetically present Horse species energy. 


!
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FIVE CLAIRS


I did chat a bit earlier about the Five Clairs. 

The Five Clairs relates to the way of sending and receiving information.

For myself I am receptive to all 5 Clairs. 

For another, they might be receptive to one Clair or a couple of the Clairs. 

REMEMBER that being receptive to 5 isn’t necessarily better than someone
who is receptive to 1 - it is just what it is.
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THE WONDER OF ANIMALS



I have called this mini e-book:

‘The Wonder of Animals – Being Owned by Animals – Insights into
Animal Communication’ 


!

I add “Being Owned by Animals” as a bit of quirkiness as animals certainly
rule my life. 

It isn’t about ownership of who owns who, but it is about sharing the
wonder of animals. We are guardians to the animals we live with, but
sometimes our animals are guardians to us also as they are here assisting
us and supporting us so greatly.

Also us humans have a great responsibility to care for this planet and all
that is of this planet, as we are the guardians of this planet. We are very
destructive to habitats that are natural, we have lost so many species due
to we just do not always know how to be, do not know how to cherish care
and guard for the future for all.
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Do you have animal/s in your life? 

If so how does this animal/s make you feel? 

Is your day much brighter due to your animal companion/s? 

Does your heart miss a beat on many occasions due to you are feeling so
much love, so alive, of being held in unconditional love due to the love
an animal/s has for you?


!
And sure we can have frustrations, sadness, worries associated with our
animal companions. But then we also have this with humans that we
associate with. We do not receive judgement from animals because when
an animal loves you they love unconditionally – animals do have awareness,
awareness is different than judgement. 

Domesticated animals can be like human children always asking humans to
join them on their level of existence i.e. life is happening now, explore life,
explore laughter, sense sense sense and this will allow you to experience
and to also achieve. And also to learn to live in the NOW with freedom &
ease.


!
Exercise: 

MIND MAP what one of your animals makes you truly feel and see what
words explode on the paper in front of you – maybe words of ‘patience,
heart center, true, annoyance, giving, receiving, presence, stability, always
being there, needy, special, calm, quiet, rowdy, peaceful, excitable, won’t
listen, won’t respond, uptight, nervous, impatient, powerful, majestic,
beautiful’ and whatever words come to you sit and reflect on each word,
then reflect on your animal companion. 

Don’t forget to take time to reflect on yourself relating to these same
words that you have mind mapped for an animal companion.

How do these words relate to your own individualism - maybe there are
similar traits:

Have you put down the word ‘impatient’ and maybe you are also impatient.
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Have you put down the word ‘strength’ and maybe you have amazing
strength or maybe the animal walking alongside you is to help you with
strength when you need this or to teach you about strength. 

The animals that we surround ourselves with can be a reflection of who we
are but also maybe are here as great teachers. The animal could have an
energy that you will have to find something extra in yourself to live in
harmony with this animal. 

If you don’t share your life with an animal companion you can turn to the
nature that surrounds you and mind map where this is concerned. 

How do you feel about the wild species that live around us, what do they
make you feel? 

You can apply mind mapping to the trees, the sun, the wind, the
waterways, the colours of nature splashed so vividly in front of you. 

Do you sometimes feel speechless at the beauty of an animal/s, the beauty
of the landscape, the wonder of living here at this present time? 

Do you feel in-tune with nature?

How do you feel when you hear of natural or man-made disasters that
affect the air, the waterways, the destruction of forests, the destruction
of the landscape, the destruction of animal’s habitat and extinction of
species? 

How do you feel when hearing of so many species on the endangered list,
and also the destruction of humans from other humans? 

Does all this make you feel overwhelmed and powerless?

Or through just knowing this is relating to awareness and through knowing
you can make changes just from being, from making informed choices on
what is right, from looking at your own environment and even planting a
tree. 

As humans we throw away so much - maybe we can recycle or utilise or
give away food or sell what no longer serves one rather than placing in the
rubbish – there has to be a better way.


!
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The beauty of the internet means that we are now in times that
paperwork can be filed away and less trees are cut down due to this. 

Also due to the power of the internet more is exposed which has led to
more awareness, being more aware is due to how global we have become –
all very exciting. 

Through the internet there is Em-Powerment. There are online protests
that if something resonates with one we can sign. The number of protests
that I have signed (due to having awareness through the internet) means
that I do have a voice globally. I have also received notification of positive
outcomes due to global pressure – so through the internet we are
connected and we do make a difference – Em-Powerment. 

We are all CONNECTED and this relates to something bigger but we are all
connected so another’s pain can be our pain, another’s plight can be our
plight.

But then through support to another or support of a cause we are making
a difference. Therefore if we are in heart energy - we are all making a
difference from just being here. Doing what feels right for you, even giving
a comforting smile to a stranger that is having a difficult day, can make the
stranger’s day much brighter – we all touch each other in a special way.


UNCONDITIONAL LOVE

!
You have all heard the phrase ‘animals are unconditional love’ 

As this is only a little mini e-book - I have asked a few animals to share
their own individual unique messages that relates to their own perceptions
on ‘unconditional love’…Every animal will have their own unique insights into
how they perceive ‘unconditional love’ and their own unique individual way
of sharing. 

So hold onto your hats and be in your heart and feel the wonder of what
the animals are sharing…


!
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I turn to my wonderful dog Emerald to share:


!
!
!
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I now turn to cute sweet Peaches guinea pig to share on unconditional love:


Peaches
Guinea
Pig

On
Unconditional
Love

“I  am  love,  my  colour  is  of  the  sunshine  and  my  energy  is  of  love,  I  love  being  me
and  sometimes  one  has  to  start  with  oneself  first  before  one  can  explore  the  energy
of  unconditional  love.    
My  message  is  for  all  humans  who  read  this  message  to  reflect  on  the  message  my
message  isn’t  aimed  at  one  particular  human  but  a  message  of  awareness  and  my
message  holds  no  judgement  as  it  only  holds  the  energy  of  love  &  awareness.
What  do  you  love  about  yourself  or  are  you  full  of  criticism  and  judgement  towards
thyself  –  maybe  you  are  having  a  bad  hair  day  and  even  I  have  these  as  my  fur  can
sometimes  get  matted  and  this  can  be  annoying  till  the  fur  is  trimmed  slightly  but
then  maybe  if  you  sight  something  about  yourself  that  you  don’t  like  and  it  could  be
your  build,  your  shape  of  face  or  even  your  nose  and  you  might  say  to  yourself  this
is  of  annoyance  to  me  but  I  truly  do  love  myself  –  being  in  love  with  thyself  puts
everything  in  balance  as  the  annoyance  seems  so  unimportant  and  so  unreal.  
Do  you  touch  another  in  a  special  way  as  I  touch  my  family  in  a  special  way,  my
family  is  humans  and  animals.  Do  you  see  that  you  are  actually  bigger  than  you
could  possibly  see  yourself  and  this  also  relates  to  Emerald’s  message  of  how  deep
is  your  soul  as  you  walk  on  the  earthly  plane  full  of  hope  &  longings  but  the  bigness
of  yourself  can  be  exposed  or  hidden  from  view  and  just  maybe  you  hide  the
deepness  of  yourself  so  that  you  do  not  view  who  you  are.    When  you  view  yourself
then  you  will  be  aware  of  how  deep  you  are  but  also  you  will  be  aware  of  what
unconditional  love  is  as  this  is  who  you  are  but  maybe  you  cloud  this  with  rules  and
with  strings  of  conditions  attached  as  this  weighs  down  the  love  essence  so  the
love  essence  of  your  true  self  is  not  shown  to  the  world  and  not  shown  to  yourself”
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I now turn to super special elderly Beanie sheep to share:


Beanie
Sheep

On
Uncond
itional
Lo v e

“Love  is  important  to  all,  many  are  seeking  love  because  that  is  the  desire  to  be  fulfilled.
And  animals  are  always  seeking  because  they  want  to  sustain  themselves,  to  experience
their  body  forms  so  animals  are  really  not  that  greatly  different  than  humans  are  they,  just
that  our  world  is  different  than  your  world.  Our  world  in  some  respects  is  dependent  on
your  world  so  therefore  we  do  not  have  the  freewill  that  humans  have  but  then  humans  do
not  have  the  freewill  they  should  have  so  this  is  my  message  that  when  freewill  comes  to
ALL  there  will  still  be  natural  lores  of  acceptable  behaviour  ‘treat  thy  neighbour  how  one
wishes  to  be  treated’  but  when  there  is  freewill  for  All  there  will  only  be  unconditional  love
exposed,  explored  on  this  planet.    
Animals  are  a  constant  reminder  to  humans  to  be  in  heart  energy,  and  the  exploited
animals  do  not  have  freewill  -  these  exploited  animals  are  also  asking  you  to  open  your
heart  up  further  and  to  feel  their  plights.  The  animals  that  you  surround  yourself  with  that
make  your  day  fuller  are  allowing  you  to  open  your  heart  up  further  due  to  sharing  of  love,
the  animals  that  live  amongst  you  that  are  not  governed  so  severely  by  humans  i.e.  the
birds  nesting  in  the  trees,  the  ground  lizards,  chirping  crickets,  buzzing  bees  and  other
wild  species  add  beauty,  variety  and  specialness  and  awe  so  if  you  are  in  awe  and  filled
your  heart  with  their  beauty  or  power  or  ability  then  this  is  opening  up  heart  further,  and
the  animals  that  are  exploited  that  you  feel  their  plights  is  also  being  in  the  heart  and  I  am
not  advising  you  to  take  on  the  exploited  animals’  pain  personally  as  this  could  make  you
sick,  unbalanced  and  ungrounded  but  of  knowing  that  you  as  a  person  can  make  a
difference  in  some  way  that  your  own  pricks  of  consciousness  is  advising  something    is
wrong  and  you  can  bring  in  changes  just  from  being  here  and  believing  in  yourself  and
being  in  heart  energy  for  humanity  towards  others  –  you  have  to  believe  in  yourself  and
your  convictions  rather  than  being  persuaded  by  another  that  what  you  feel  is  not  correct
or  it  is  okay  for  this  to  happen  –  being  true  to  yourself  is  being  in  heart.    
Each  individual  regardless  of  form  i.e.  animal  or  human  or  natural  form  will  have  love
essence.  Even  a  tree  has  beauty  energy  of  love  and  the  tree  will  seek  oxygen,  will  seek
sunlight,  will  seek  hydration  and  this  is  also  energy  of  love  because  without  love  one
would  not  seek,  one  would  not  be,  love  is  what  drives  one  to  be  who  they  are  but  also  to
seek  further”
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Emerald now steps forward to share a little bit more:


More From Emerald Dog
“Now  you  might  see  what  my  messages  are  relating  to  unconditional  love
collective  energy  of  ALL  there  is.  Look  at  the  other  messages  shared  as
ALL  are  unconditional  love  but  ALL  are  seeking  and  do  not  see  words
seeking  relating  to  destruction  due  to  how  Beanie  Sheep  has  responded
as  her  message  is  relating  to  seeking  of  free  will  for  ALL,  and  how
Peaches  Guinea  Pig  has  shared  is  relating  to  love  thyself  first  so  that  love
can  expand,  love  can  be  shared  without  strings  of  conditions  attached
due  to  being  in  true  heart  energy  of  ALL  that  you  are  and  sure  this  is  3
different  animals  perceptions  of  love  but  when  in  true  heart  energy  of  ALL
that  you  are  then  you  are  not  judging  another  their  failings  instead  you
are  of  awareness  and  relating  to  that  you  are  aware  but  you  also  do  not
cast  judgement.    
Animals  are  highly  aware  and  have  the  ability  to  know  before  something
happens  and  this  has  been  documented  many  a  time  by  scientists  so  this
isn’t  anything  new.  Being  aware  is  also  relating  to  keeping  yourself  safe,
making  good  choices,  but  having  judgement  is  relating  to  suffocating
yourself  because  all  your  thoughts  are  judged  before  you  present  them,
all  the  love  you  share  is  judged  before  you  present  love  so  this  is  being
untrue  to  all  that  you  are.”

On
Uncond
itional
Lo v e
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WANT TO WORK WITH ME?

!

Hey you can read more www.animalcommunication-newzealand.com or join
me on Facebook: 


!

Services I provide:

Animal Communication (remote or in person)

Animal Healing (remote or in person)

Power Animal Readings

Soul Exploration Journeying Healing - Em-powerment for Humans (remote
or in person)


!

Healing for Humans (remote or in Person)


I offer Workshops on:

Animal Communication

Animal Healing

Colour Therapy

Energy Balancing & Chakras

Power Animals/Totem Animals

Discovering the Joy of Unicorns – Ascended Horses of Purity

Dolphins & Atlantis

Golden Dolphins

Dolphin Healing

Sacred Animals of Aotearoa & the Great Gifts they Bring to Humanity

Elementals
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Cellular Healing for Animals & Humans

Christed Energies Healing

Species Sacred Energy Centres Healing

Crystals – Mineral Kingdom

Wisdom of the Plant Kingdom

Enchanted Dreams

Em-Powerment

Angels, and also Ascension, Ascended Masters (I am a qualified teacher of
Diana Cooper School [UK] for Angels and also Ascension)
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